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Abstract—In this paper, we present an accurate and efficient privacy preserving data mining technique in 
Electronic Health Record (EHR) by using k –anonymity and decision tree C4.5 that is useful to generate 
pattern for medical research or any clinical trials. It is analyzed that anonymization offers better privacy 
rather than other privacy preserving method like that randomization, cryptography, perturbation and 
encryption methods. K- Anonymity is useful for prevention of identity of patient in medical research; it is 
useful to avoid linking attack using suppression and generalization process. The objective of this research 
work is to propose and implement privacy preserving data mining approach, which best suits with EHR 
systems without impeding the flow of control. The data stored in EHR system is highly confidential which 
contains information about patient disease. To ensure confidentiality, we are using anonymization of 
identity revealing attribute before publishing it for other utility purpose. The experimental results show 
the validity of the proposed approach. Our approach is useful to preserve utility and privacy in 
healthcare datasets. 

Keywords - Privacy Preserving; K-anonymity; Decision Tree. 
I.  INTRODUCTION  

In past several years, it is being observed that emergence of data mining technique is showing conflict with to 
privacy assurance. The easily accessibility of electronic form of data may cause privacy threat. Hence, it is 
required to address privacy issue of sensitive data. Recently, various techniques have been proposed by different 
researcher for data transformation, which assures privacy constraint and also preserves the utility of data. The 
anonymization with decision tree approach is one of the widely used approaches [1-9]. Now-a-days, 
anonymization approach has emanated as an important technique to satisfy privacy constraint when releasing 
confidential data. This interest in anonymization techniques has resulted in a plenty of methods for anonymizing 
data under different utility and privacy assumptions. The research work in the field of data utility for anonymized 
data is done to very less extent. It requires proposing techniques which would be more effective and increase 
utilization of anonymized data. Privacy is recognized as an essential requirement for Electronic Health Record 
(EHR) systems [2]. EHRs are very effective for clinical investigation and for healthcare research.  

 Electronic health record (EHR) contains highly confidential data and its confidentiality must be maintained. 
The data in EHR should not disclose the identity of the patient. In order to satisfy privacy constraint, 
anonymization of health record must be done and then it should be published for other utility purpose.  Recently, 
k-anonymity is a very popular and effective approach to preserve privacy of the patient identity and also prevent 
the data from linking attack.  Decision tree classification is useful to classify pattern [10-13]. In this research 
work, we have proposed Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) approach for medical research “k-anonymity 
with decision tree”. The main goal of this research is to provide tradeoffs between privacy and utility. 

The paper is organized into nine sections. Section 2 and 3 provides an overview of Electronic Health Record 
and Data Mining. Section 4 deals with the privacy preserving technique in data mining and EHR. Sections 5 and 
6 provide brief overview of K-anonymity and Decision Tree approaches. Section 7 discusses the proposed 
methodology and experimental results are discussed in section 8. Concluding remarks are given in section 9. 

II. ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD 

In the continuously developing world, EHR plays a very important role to improve global healthcare services. 
Presently existing technologies provides support of invention in health care systems and identify a technique to 
combined different technologies and also the need of technology. Different type of standardized electronic health 
records are remote healthcare, aggregate public health data, genomic medicine, and telemedicine. In short EHR 
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must be secure, robust and it must contain real time availability and patient based information [14-16]. An EHR 
system should include following features: 

• Electronic health information contains detail about patient in a longitudinal manner, where health 
information means detail of health record of an individual patient. 

• Fast and real time access to individual and globally available data by authenticated users only. 
• It must contain features such as repository of valuable information, which could be useful in decision 

making and also improves the quality and efficiency of healthcare systems. 
• It should provide adequate process for betterment of healthcare sector. 

The architecture of Electronic Health Record is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of Electronic Health Record 

III. DATA MINING 

Knowledge discovery process, or data mining, is the technique of analysis huge amounts of data to find out 
the hidden patterns and also helpful in predictive information in an automated sequence [6,10, 16-18]. This 
process is useful in organization to make decision better. Data mining process uses modelling techniques, 
database technology, machine learning, and statistical analysis to: 

• Discover hidden pattern and to make prediction easier. 
• On actual historical data produce predictive models. 
• Can make data analysis more accessible to end users. 
• Directly handles large databases directly. 
• Strong focus on decisions and their implementation. 
• Results can be easier to interpret than e.g. regression models. 
• Semi-automation of analysis 

In other words we can say that data mining is the process which reveals hidden pattern in vast data.Data mining 
process or knowledge discovery process follows step by step process which is given below [6]:- 
Step 1:- Firstly remove noise and inconsistent data from the information repository. These processes known as 
data cleaning process. 
Step 2:- In second step multiple data sources may be merged, known as data integration process. 
Step 3:- In this step relevant data are retrieved from the database and perform analysis task. These processes are 
known as data selection process. 
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Step 4:- In this step data are transformed into appropriate way for mining by using aggregation operation, known 
as data transformation process. 
Step 5:- Intelligent technique apply to extract useful data pattern, known as data mining process. This is a very 
essential and important process. 
Step 6:- Identify appropriate and true interesting pattern which represent knowledge based on interestingness 
measurement, known as pattern evaluation process. 
Step 7:- In this final step knowledge representation and visualization methods are applied to show the mined 
information knowledge to the end user, known as knowledge representation step. 

IV. PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA MINING 

PPDM consists of those techniques and methodologies of data mining, which would be used to satisfy privacy 
constraint and other side it also maintains the utilization of data for data mining. This sector comprises of those 
researches in which it is being studied how to find hidden patterns and information in large data sets, while 
maintaining the privacy constraint associated with data. PPDM technique is solely based on description of 
privacy. Description of privacy defines the different attributes of data. It depicts which attribute is sensitive and 
hence required to ensure confidentiality constraint [1, 3, 18-25].  The block diagram of PPDM is shown in figure 
2. 

 
Figure 2: Block diagram of PPDM technique 

A. Privacy Preserving Data Mjining In Electronic Health Record 

A PPDM technique is highly useful in healthcare systems. It facilitates healthcare organizations to extract 
valuable information from large data without disclosing the identity of any patient. Thus it provides ability to 
medical research systems to make analysis of large data sets to gain knowledge and to find out curative measures 
of deadly diseases without breaching privacy of patients. PPDM uses various techniques to achieve privacy 
constraints. One such technique involves perturbation approach in which we use a function which perturbs the 
confidential information regarding any patient's record. This technique allows perturbation to that extent only 
from which user can create data set which resembles to original data set to certain level. Hence it allows data 
mining technique to use perturb data sets and reveal hidden information without disclosing identity of anyone. 
PPDM also have several important algorithms which is being used to build various classification models for 
predictive measures and for finding association rules among various attributes of data set with a significant 
accuracy [3]. 

EHR provides various features such as "Home health monitoring system" in which a patient could use the 
services of monitoring system to measure and analyze his disease statistics from his own place every day. This 
system use internet to provide connectivity between user's personal computer and hospital system and fed the 
health data from hospital to user system and vice-versa. The data is in form of various disease attributes such as 
patient's blood pressure, diabetic measures such as glucose level and other measures of chronic diseases. This 
system fed health data on the web application which is running on patient's system and transfer to the hospital's 
system. The transferred data is used by healthcare attendant or Doctor for monitoring and diagnosis of health 
condition of patient. Researcher in healthcare sector requires these patient's health data to find out new discovery 
in preventive and curative of deadly diseases. This individual patient's health data could be integrated and 
transformed in large data sets which could be used to perform various researches in medical field and also for 
data mining purpose. 
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The integrated data which is collectively made from individual information could be used for sharing among 
various research institutes and hospitals. But the problem in data sharing is that it would result in privacy 
violation of patients. So it needs to require ensuring privacy constraints before sharing it to others. Hospital 
managements sometime want to share their health records with researchers who are working independently, but 
with privacy constraint. To solve this problem Hospital management could use PPDM. In PPDM system, hospital 
received patient health record from "Home Monitoring Online system". It saves one copy to original database and 
sends another copy to randomizer. Randomizer possesses functionality to randomize or perturbation of those 
attributes of health record which could be disclosed the identity of any patient. The perturb data is then saved to 
database which is developed for research and mining purpose and which contains data with satisfying privacy 
constraints. 
B. Privacy Preserving Data Mining With Decision Tree 

In data mining research one of important issue is ensuring of privacy constraint. The aim of PPDM technique 
is to secure the input data and still retrieve useful knowledge from data miners. Various privacy preserving data 
mining technique have been recently proposed by many researchers. These techniques include some famous 
privacy preserving approach such as "k-anonymity", "l-diversity", "t-closeness" and so on which uses a statistical 
approach. The cryptography technique uses secure multi party computation to ensure privacy, but it suffers from 
their poor performance. Other hand statistical approach used to mine association rules [23-31], decision tree and 
clustering methods [32-33], this type of approach is very popular because of its good accuracy and high 
performance. This paper focuses on the statistical method to PPDM decision tree mining. 

.  
Figure 3: Framework of Privacy Preserving Decision Tree Mining. 

Figure 2 has a fine and useful applications: the anonymized data can be analysed by arbitrarily various data 
miners using traditional mining algorithms. One side, an admin can protects its own data by releasing only the 
anonymized version. On the other side, a data miner equipped with a focus of the anonymization technique can 
derive a decision tree that is having a good accuracy, compared to the previous derived from the original dataset. 
This framework is very useful and accurate for many real life healthcare applications. The resulting PPDM 
Decision tree mining approach has the following properties. 

• It is useful in the data recovery and repeated perturbation attacks. 
• This approach provides assurance that the classification tree which uses anonymized data as input 

has high accuracy as compared to various other techniques. 
V. K-ANONYMITY 

For the purpose of privacy preserving of individual record we release the micro data in which often remove 
explicit identifier  such as P-id, name , social security numbers, but de-identifying of data generally not provide 
the guarantee of anonymization. Published data often contain other data known as quasi identifying attribute such 
as age, location and sex that can be merged with publicly available data and reveal data information that was not 
planned for release. This procedure is known as linking attack [1, 3]. K-anonymity proposed by L. Sweeney in 
2002 provides solution for linking attack. K-anonymity defines every tuple in the database table released be 
distinct related to not less than k records means in other words in which a database is a table with number of rows 
and columns. Each row of the table shows related record and the record in the various rows need not be unique 
and for this purpose each quasi identifying set of values should appear at least k time in the related micro data [1, 
3, 5]. The following table is an example of anonymized database consisting of patient records of a hospital. 
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TABLE I:  ANONYMIZATION PROCESS USING K ANONYMITY TECHNIQUE. 

Age Weight Name  Age Weight Name 

35 50 Ramesh [35,4
5] 

[50,65] Ramesh 

60 55 Shweta [50,6
0] 

[50,65] Shweta 

65 50 Shyam [55,6
5] 

[50,65] Shyam 

VI. DECISION TREE 

Decision trees are generally used in operations analysis, especially in decision making and useful to identify a 
strategy just like to reach an aim. Decision tree create from left to right and solve by right to left. In the 
representation of decision tree every non-leaf node represents as decision entity, each edge signifies to decision 
about attribute value and every leaf represent a class. Decision tree is mainly useful in medical diagnosis, credit 
risk research, business process. Decision tree node representation is described below three manners. Square (□) 
represents decision nodes. Circle (Ο) represents by chance nodes. Triangles (optional) represented by terminal 
nodes as shown in figure 4.  

 
Figure  4: Example of Decision tree learning 

In the above example every interior node belong to one of the input value, edge represent to each node for 
every possible value of the input value. Each and every leaf shows the value of the particular target value that is 
correspond to input value depicts by total sequence from top to bottom node.  Following are the advantages of 
Decision Tree: 

• This method is simple to use and understand. User friendly also. 
• Possible value can be added. 
• Various types of values can be easily determined according the scenario like that good or bad. 
• This method generally used white box model. 
• Might be merge with other decision tress techniques. 
• With low hard data have even values. 

A.  Decision Tree Algorithm C (4.5) 

 Improved and successor algorithm for the ID3 known as algorithm C4.5, which perform the better 
performance as comparison to other available algorithms. C4.5 algorithm is implemented either on rule sets or 
decision tree. In C4.5 algorithm the test sample is split based on the attribute that provides the highest information 
gain. After that each and every sub sample implemented by the initial split which is based on the various type of 
attribute, and repeated this process until the child node or sub sample cannot be split further.  In the final process 
the terminal level splits are again evaluated, and those nodes that do not provide meaningful value to the model 
are pruned or removed. C4.5 has ability to produce two different variations of models [10,33]. 

Decision tree implemented here is providing description of the splits according the algorithm. In the 
classification tree every leaf node analysis a particular sub group of the training dataset and each and every case 
in this training datasets correspond to exactly one leave node. The C (4.5) classification tree algorithm requires 
calculating the two important metrics one is information entropy and other is information gain of the record 
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values in the database table. For calculation of information entropy, the following equation (1) is used, where 
probability is represented by pi of the particular class ci in the given table D [10]. 
                                    ( )=(∑ × 		 )                                                                                   (1) 

The calculation of gain is derived by using the information entropy value; gain value is calculated by using the 
following equation (2) [36]. 

                          ( )= ( ) − ∑ | 	|| | × ( )                                                            (2) 

For all attribute value of the given table information gain is calculated, by which we are able to find out the 
attribute value with highest information. Accordingly attribute with highest or maximum gain, the node is split. 
This is the whole process of the decision tree C4.5 which provides accurate and efficient result compare to any 
other data mining technique. 

VII. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The Figure 5 shows the outline of the plan of work which clearly shows that the result has been achieved in 
steps in which data pre-processing takes place at the first step and while performing pre-processing the domain 
knowledge of medical experts has been considered because the values of different attributes of healthcare dataset 
has a specific significance which is known to medical experts. By the term anonymization using k- anonymity 
algorithm it is shown that we preserve privacy for datasets by using generalization and suppression method. In 
this step we apply generalization on quasi identifying attribute to avoid linking attack. In generalization process 
we converted original attribute value with in some range value. After that we calculate the mean value of the 
range and create new dataset in CSV format. For apply next step decision tree we converted this CSV format 
dataset into .arff format, there after we apply decision tree C4.5 and create privacy preserve decision tree which is 
useful in the clinical trials and medical research. We also calculated the performance of the proposed 
methodology in term of accuracy, error rate, F- measure etc. For justification of our result we compare our 
proposed methodology result to the original dataset without using privacy constraints result and we conclude that 
our proposed method result is approximately same as the original dataset result. 

 
Figure 5: Proposed framework for PPDM In Electronic Health Record 

For implementation of k-anonymity and decision tree we used Java language in the eclipse IDE. We follow 
following step to achieve a classifier that can predict accurate pattern while preserving individual privacy. 
Step 1:- We begin with apply k –anonymity in original medical datasets, by which we ensure for anonymous data 
mining result. K-anonymity provides identity protection with generalization and suppression method. K-
anonymity proposed by L. Sweeney in 2002 provides solution for linking attack. K-anonymity defines every tuple 
in the database table released be distinct related to not less than k records means in other words in which a 
database is a table with number of rows and columns. Each row of the table shows related record and the record 
in the various rows need not be unique and for this purpose each quasi identifying set of values should appear at 
least k time in the related micro data. We exemplify with some medical datasets and improve the accuracy of k-
anonymity with decision tree C (4.5) and validate that anonymization algorithm is useful with classification tree 
C4.5 algorithm to ensure k-anonymous result. This process include following steps:- 

Input Dataset

Data 
Preprocessing

Import  clean
Dataset

Apply  K-
Anonymity 

Privacy 
Preserving Data 

Mining

Import Related 
Hierarchy

Obtain 
Anonymous 

Database
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• Firstly import medical data. 
• Create privacy level hierarchy for each quasi identify attribute in healthcare dataset. 
• Apply K-anonymity algorithm on healthcare dataset for identity disclosure and also prevent from linking 

attack. 
• By which we achieve anonymous dataset. After that we perform on that anonymous dataset step 2 

processing. 
Step 2:- We applied classification tree C4.5 in our k- anonymous results which provide better accuracy rather than 
other data mining technique. For efficient and accurate result we used the improved and successor of the ID3 
algorithm known as algorithm C4.5. C4.5 algorithm is implemented either on rule sets or decision tree. In C4.5 
algorithm the test sample is split based on the attribute that provides the highest information gain. After that each 
and every sub sample implemented by the initial split which is based on the various type of attribute, and repeated 
this process until the child node or sub sample cannot be split further.  In the final process the terminal level splits 
are again evaluated, and those nodes that do not provide meaningful value to the model are pruned or removed. 
C4.5 has ability to produce two different variations of models. For achieve the accurate result we anonymizing 
the data first and after that apply decision tree C4.5 on anonymous datasets later. This process include following 
steps:- 
• It presents decision tree algorithms based C4.5, which ensure k-anonymous output and this method is more 

accurate than existing methodology. 
• It shows attribute generalization within decision tree. 
• It analysis the privacy implications of using record with missing values for decision tree C4.5. 
Step 3:- Perform comparatively analysis between the obtained classification accuracy with applying anonymous 
healthcare datasets to the original classification accuracy without using k-anonymity. Study the privacy/accuracy 
tradeoff in the context of information loss. The C4.5 algorithm requires calculating the two important metrics one 
is information entropy and other is information gain of the record values in the database table. Information 
entropy and gain are calculated by using equation 1 and 2. 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

We have created a large personal healthcare datasets for patient’s records and test the proposed approach with 
this data. The dataset contains the name of the patient, age, gender, Blood Pressure, Address, Disease, Health 
History, Medications, Allergies, Diet, Height, Mobile Number, Marital Status. These are the techniques for 
getting secure data base for patient privacy. We select the dataset randomly from the web sites. In this approach, 
we make the record similar so they cannot identify the actual record. 
A. Implementation Detail of K-anonymity 

Step 1:- Implement java code for k anonymity in Eclipse IDE. In the running process of k –anonymity, firstly in 
which create a project and save in particular location.  
Step 2:- Import dataset as shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Snapshot of Import dataset 

Step 3:- Before apply k-anonymity process we create hierarchy of each attributes which define the privacy level, 
means how much range we want to generalize in record table for each attribute.  
For this purpose import hierarchy for particular attribute in this step and also define the privacy level k for 
anonymization process. For example we import hierarchy of age attribute and perform generalization process on 
this by using k-anonymity process. In which privacy level k=3 

 
Figure 7: Snapshot of generalization process of age attributes 

Step 4:- After import hierarchy of age attribute perform anonymization by using k-anonymity algorithm and get 
privacy preserve dataset which is useful for make identity private and also prevent for linking attack in medical 
research. In which age attribute is generalize by using range of 10. 
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Figure 8: Snapshot of k-anonymity anonymization result 

Step 5:- Repeat anonymization process on quasi identifier attribute to prevent record form linking attack using k-
anonymity.  
Step 6:- Perform k-anonymity algorithm in quasi identifier attribute we found out anonymous datasets. Export 
anonymous dataset on particular disk location for further processing which is also in CSV format. 
B.  Implementation process of Decision tree  

 Apply decision tree C4.5 on the anonymous dataset for generating pattern. Decision tree C4.5 is also 
implemented in Java with eclipse IDE.  
Step 1:- Read anonymous healthcare dataset. 
Step 2:- Consider the quasi identifying attribute and identify the mean values of every range. Here nine ranges 
have been chosen. 
Step 3:- Converted .csv to .arff format. 
Step 4:- Create Training example and test example. 
Step 5:- Create decision tree. In which define correctly classified dataset and incorrectly classified dataset 
accordingly performance evolution is calculated for example accuracy, error rate, F-measure etc. 
Step 6:- We visualize decision tree by clicking option button generate tree.   
     Table 2 and figure 9 show the result of comparison of the classifier with the original dataset and dataset with 
k-anonymity.  

TABLE II. RESULT COMPARISON 

Performance Measure Original Dataset + 
Decision Tree 

Dataset with K-
anonymity and 
Decision Tree 

Accuracy 82.9 82.8 
Error Rate 17.1 17.2 
Precision 0.6213 0.6168 
Recall 0.6921 0.6934 
F-Measure 0.5636 0.5555 
Kappa Value 0.5124 0.5079 

From the table, it is observed that the proposed approach has gained comparable performance i.e, when we 
applied privacy preserving approach, it does not deteriorate the performance of classifier. So, with the proposed 
approach we maintain privacy of the patient as well as obtain better results. 
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Figure 9: Performance Comparison 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, we have proposed a method that satisfies privacy constraint and its utility for data 
mining in EHR. We have used k- anonymity algorithm to ensure data privacy in EHR and C4.5 decision tree, 
which provides more accurate and error free measure of classification for research in healthcare systems. The 
experimental results are analyzed by using some parameters such as accuracy, error rate measure, precision, 
recall, F- measure and Kappa values. We have compared the results between original datasets without applying k 
anonymity and our privacy preserve proposed methodology. From the experimental results, it is clear that the 
result for proposed methodology with privacy constraints approximately similar to the original datasets without 
using privacy constraints and we are successfully provide trade-offs between utility and privacy.  

In future, k-anonymity algorithm could be utilized with other data mining techniques. Other future scope of 
this work is to implement a website of developed software, where according the anonymous dataset we are able to 
predict future disease of various age group patients that is a very useful for medical research or clinical trials 
purpose without revealing the identity of the patient. 
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